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Brief Overview of ExaLearn Control Pillar
• Goals
– Provide scalable control-related machine learning software for ECP applications
– Implement use case applications for demonstration and testing
– Run on exascale DOE Leadership class computing facilities
• Methods
– Using primarily reinforcement learning for now, but could expand to other methods
– Science use case: RL for temperature control for block copolymer self-annealing in light source
experiments
– EXARL software framework for exascale reinforcement learning for science and benchmarking
• Collaboration
– Working toward adoption of ECP ExaAM (additive manufacturing) application
– Leverage related ECP application software (eg CANDLE hyperparameter optimization)
– ECP Proxy App project collaboration on RL proxy app
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Control Problems: Do You Have One For Us to Scale?
Characteristics of control problems:
actions to take to get to different states, target state
Complex control problems may have:
• many different possible actions and/or states
• complicated trade-offs
• conditional behavior
• complex goal and subgoal relationships
• nuances in the order of actions taken
• long-term rewards that may not be immediately obvious

(Reference: http://opendeeptech.com/alphago-googles-artificial-intelligence)

Examples of everyday
complex control problems:
• Game playing (Go, Atari)
• Autonomous vehicle control
• Robotic control
• Factory control
(Reference: ipam.ucla.edu/programs/workshops/autonomousvehicles/)

(Reference: https://robohub.org/deep-learning-in-robotics/)
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Control Problems in Science
Simulation

Experiment

Accelerate sampling in a
simulation via search, to reduce
computation required for solution

Guide scientific experiments eg. block copolymer selfannealing

Operation
•
•
•

Control HPC facility
resource management
Control experimental
facilities (eg x-ray beam )
Control air, land or space
vehicles

Initial State

https://www.materialise.com/en/pressreleases/materialise-brings-simulation-foradditive-manufacturing-to-production-floor

Target
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/summit
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Light Source Experiment Control Use Case:
Block Copolymer Self-assembly
What is a Block Copolymer (BCP)?

How is self-assembly of block copolymers
directed?

c

a

b

https://www.particlesciences.com/news/technical-briefs/2011/glossary-ofpolymer-terms.html

Why do we care about BCPs?
Combining protein and synthetic polymers can create
functional biomaterials useful for catalysis,
sensors, nanotechnology and renewable energy.

Youngwoo Choo, et
al.

a)
b)
c)

Block copolymer is in complete disorder.
Laser “orders” BCP into horizontal tubes.
High-temp annealing helps achieve desired
morphology while maintaining previous order.

This process could take hundreds of experimental trials to get right!!
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Challenges for Block Copolymer Experiments
• BCP experiments are performed at DOE
light source user facilities.
• Temperature is adjusted to direct the
formation of the block copolymers to a
target morphology.
• GISAXS technique is used to detect BCP
morphology during directed self-annealing
process
• Light source beam shining on sample at
small grazing incidence angle produces a
diffraction pattern
• The multi-dimensional energy landscape
underlying directed block copolymer selfassembly requires engineering a
convoluted pathway in order to obtain a
target morphology.

Image from Nanoscale, 2018, 10, 416. Choo, Majewski,
Fukuto, Osuji and Yager.
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How to Solve Control Problems?
• Controllers
– Good if control algorithm is simple/straightforward and
experts are available, otherwise could be intractable
• Optimization
– Can utilize HPC and try many solutions, works well for
problems for which there is a response surface
– Doesn’t work well for more complicated problems
• Supervised Learning
– Good for problems that have a fixed and labeled data
set. Like having a supervisor watch and tell which
action agent should have taken. Provides an exact
answer.
• Reinforcement Learning
– Problems where agent must learn by interaction with
environment, self-teaching, no need for expert control
engineer or labelled data.
– Used when can formulate problem in terms of Finite
Markov Decision Process (described later)

Image courtesy Vishakha Jha
https://www.techleer.com/articles/203-machine-learning-algorithmbackbone-of-emerging-technologies/
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How to Formulate Control Problem for Reinforcement Learning
• Finite Markov Decision Process (MDP) fits reinforcement learning:
Agent
• Agent (controller)
• Environment (controlled system)
state
reward
action
• Action (control signal)
• Reward (numerical consequence of action)
Environment
• State (representation of environment)
• Sequence of MDP and agent forms trajectory: S0, A0, R0, S1, A1, R1, …
• Finite MDP sets of states, actions and rewards have finite number elements
• State includes information on all past agent-environment
interaction that make a difference for the future.
Control temperature every time step
• MDP framework is abstract and flexible:
Initial State
• Time is fixed intervals or arbitrary successive stages
• States are low level sensors or high-level abstractions
• Boundary between agent and environment is flexible
Target
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Reinforcement Learning to Direct Block Copolymer SelfAnnealing
Reinforcement Learning (RL) system:
• Simulate BCP self-assembly (via PDE or MD
sim) and produce a real-space image.
• Create training data (vector) based on
morphology of BCP, uses conversion to
fourier space
• Train RL system with new data point
• Query RL policy developed so far on best
parameters to try next.
• Repeat until reach target morphology.

• Mapping to Finite Markov Decision Process (MDP):
• Agent – scientist controlling temperature of BCP experiment
• Environment – BCP simulation
• Actions – increase temperature, decrease temperature
• Reward – numerical value comparing morphology to target morphology
• State – structure vector (characterizes morphology of BCP)

Long-term vision would be to use the learned policy at an experiment and
also to ultimately transfer experimental data into the RL system.
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Block Copolymer Reinforcement Learning Challenges and Results
Challenges:
• Training data
• Structure vector to capture

characteristics

a

b

RL algorithm develops policy that helps control
temperature during self-annealing (a), which
results in BCP morphology (b).
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Motivation for Deep Reinforcement Learning

Complex problems like
Go Game have almost
infinite possibilities
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Example of a Reinforcement Learning Algorithm Workflow
Deep Q-network (DQN)
DQN uses a deep neural
network to estimate the value of
taking a specific action at a
certain state, also called the
state-action value or Q-value.
The DQN agent, once trained
properly, suggests the action
with the highest Q-value as its
policy, and maximizes the total
reward over the episode.

•
•
•
•

Policy Models (ML hyper-parameters)
Exploit and explore (RL hyper-parameters)
Soft update (RL hyper-parameters)
Experiences buffer
train():
- Train active model
update():
- Soft update of the
target model

action(

remember(

)

)

DQN can suggest optimal
discrete actions.
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Why Reinforcement Learning at Scale?
Two Distinct Eras of Compute Usage in Training AI Systems

Reasons RL needs to scale:
• Environments may use many
computational resources (CPUs, GPUs,
etc.)
• Function approximator for complex tasks
will use deep ML models
• Large number of actions and/or states
• Policy network ML hyper-parameters
• New RL hyper-parameters will need to be
studied
https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute

Excerpted from https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute
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Impact of Exascale Platforms on
Reinforcement Learning

OLCF Summit node

• Upcoming exascale machines have AI-optimized hardware
(network, data flow)
– Heterogeneous architectures with GPU accelerators
– Careful allocation of resources across node hardware
• Optimize CPU-GPU work distribution, use high-bandwidth
memory
• Utilize low precision hardware optimized for AI
– Faster computation and communication of model
weight
– Reduced memory requirement
• Cray Shasta with Slingshot interconnect based on
Dragonfly topology
– Lesser variability among different communication
patterns can improve RL performance by reducing the
model update lag
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Scaling Challenges for Reinforcement Learning
•
•
•
•
•

How many learners do we need?
How many actors will saturate a learner?
How to optimize multi-learners setup?
How many experiences to send in batch to learner?
How much learning is required to maximize the GPU
efficiently?
• How to balance computation and memory usage for
learning versus environment on a node?
• How to minimize policy model lag/stagnation
• Tuning ML & RL learning parameters
– Extending CANDLE to incorporate RL workflows
and use sophisticated resources management

Take away: Many challenges to scaling RL so use EXARL!
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Requirements for an Exascale RL Framework?
●

●

●

Most RL research cases typically have simple
environments
○ Actions in scientific environments can take multiple
hours to get a response even on large clusters (eg
NWChem, LAMMPS)
Complexity of scientific problems requires scalable RL:
○ Need scalable learning
○ Need ability to run environments in parallel on
multiple nodes
Open AI gym is not sufficient for scientific problems:
○ No inherent support for scalable environments
○ Doesn’t provide scalable algorithms for science
problems
■ has ‘bring your own algorithm’ philosophy
■ No means to register RL agents

https://www.forbes.com/sites/danielnewman/2017/05/11/how-deepreinforcement-learning-will-make-robots-smarter/#3ff19f79433a
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Easily eXtendable Architecture for Reinforcement Learning
(EXARL)
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXARL: scalable RL framework for
scientific environments
Extends OpenAI Gym’s environment
registry to agents
Dynamic multi-node environments
Abstract classes to mandate
necessary functionality
Easy to register new agents and
environments
Supports different hardware and
software infrastructures
– Use existing prevalent
infrastructure
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Modular Environments and Agents in EXARL
Environment
● Init
○ Initialize global variables
○ Application setup, etc.
● Step
○ Takes an action run
○ Update the internal state
● Reset
○ Reset the environment
● Render
○ Visualize the environment

Agent
● Init
○
○
●

●
●

●
●
●

Initialize global variables
Target networks, active networks, optimizer,
learning rate

Train
○ Training the active network using mini
batches
Update
○ Soft update the target networks
Action
○ Use target networks to determine next action
○ Sampling technique
Remember
○ Update memory (s,a,r,s’,d)
Load/Save
○ Load or save network model
Monitor
○ Capture learning progress
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EXARL Is Easy to Use
import exarl
# Define agent and env
agent_id = 'agents:DQN-v0'
# Specify agent
env_id = 'envs:ExaCartpole-v0'
# Specify env
# Create learner
exa_learner = exarl.ExaLearner(agent_id, env_id)
exa_learner.set_results_dir('./exa_dqn_results/')
exa_learner.set_training(10,10)
# (num_episodes, num_steps per episode)
exa_learner.run()

●

Use existing agents and/or environments
○

●
●
●

If not, register custom agents and/or environments

Specify them in the run script
Framework supports and handles scaling
CANDLE integration
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Performance of EXARL – Preliminary Results

Reinforcement learning with
ExaCartpole environment within
EXARL framework using DQN
algorithm on one node of Summit. Preliminary results from the EXARL framework proxy agents and proxy learners run on
LANL Darwin cluster. These results show weak scaling of one learner and multiple
agents (processes) during online reinforcement learning on Broadwell nodes (2
sockets, 18 cores each). Number parent processes are shown; each parent spawned
2 children.
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What Is Next for Control Application Pillar
FY 2020
•

•

•

ExaRL framework
for scaling
milestones and
scaling algorithms

FY 2021
•

Collaboration with
Proxy App project
to benchmark RL
Start collaborations
with ExaAM and
others

•

•
•

Start CANDLE
hyperparameter
optimization

Continued
development and
scaling of ExaRL
framework and
algorithms on preexascale platforms
and exascale if
available
Start collaboration
on HPC use case
Possible control
hackathon
depending on
interest

FY 2022
•

Development and
scaling of ExaRL
framework and
algorithms on
exascale platforms

•

Continued
collaboration on
control use cases

•

Start use case
combining multiple
ExaLearn pillars

FY 2023
•

Finish out final
exascale
deliverables

•

Transition
technology to postECP
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Questions for Applications to Promote Discussion
• What problem do you want to solve?
– If you want control or optimization, we may be able to help.
– If you want classification or clustering and have large amounts of labelled or unlabelled data, consider
supervised or unsupervised learning.
• Can you do the following in order to use reinforcement learning for a control problem?
– Provide a list of actions an agent could take at each step
– Provide a simulation/forward model that that can be run (the environment) to complete an action
– Quantify all variables the environment describes
• Have access to all variables at each time step
–
–

Define a concrete reward function
Afford to make mistakes (explore)
• RL learns to imitate humans instead of the best strategy

–

Have time for online learning

• Are your simulations fast? Can be accelerated? Can something be written if not available?
ExaRL can help!! Connect with the Control team.
–
Lead: Christine Sweeney, cahrens@lanl.gov, Co-Lead: Shinjae Yoo, sjyoo@bnl.gov
• ExaLearn PI: Frank Alexander, falexander@bnl.gov
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Thank you!
Questions?

